
Mathew Graham, SLAC

Welcome!

• Thanks for coming!  Here are some important details: 
-  https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/291/overview 

• if you can’t post material here, send it to me  
- We’ll go 9am ~ 5pm PST today and tomorrow (shorter/longer if 

needed) 
• at SLAC we have Ballam all day/both days (thank Traci) 
• Bluejeans ID:  248 182 237 7 

• Topics, Roughly:  Today — Event Selection & Statistical 
Treatment;  Tomorrow — Systematics & Documentation  

• The times in the schedule are a guide and not set in stone…we’ll 
take as long as it takes (as long as things are moving forward)
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What I expect out of this:  

• After this workshop, the hope is that we have:  
- a more unified approach to … everything … cuts, statistical 

techniques (maybe), systematics 
- we have a concrete plan of what needs to be done and who’s going 

to do it and how long it will take … and what the priorities are 
- at very least, everyone is on the same page, knows what the plans 

are and (even grudgingly) agrees with them 
- a clear idea of what needs to be documented and how to present it 

• The top-line goal is to get 2016 BH and vertexing results 
analyzed, reviewed internally, and submitted to journal 
- I think a ~6 month timeframe for this is easily achievable.  
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What I expect out of you (and me):  

• If you are talking, be prepared with lots of material 
- not (necessarily) a formal presentation…have the original plots 

handy, and code that made them…stuff like this 
- link everything to the indigo page 

• if you want that link to go back to confluence, that’s fine 
• If you are not talking, be an active listener  

- ask questions, take notes…at the end we will be compiling tasks 
lists, etc  

- that said, be constructive, no arguing! 
• sometimes a picture/slide is better than trying to explain an idea… 

• If you are not talking or listening, go get us coffee.  
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